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Instant Words

1. the he go who

2. a I see an

3. is they then their

4. you one us she

5. to good no new

6. and me him said

7. we about by did

8. that had was boy

9. in if come three

10. not some get down

11. for up or work

12. at her two put

13. with do man were

14. it when little before

15. on so has just

16. can my them long
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17. will very how here

18. are all like other

19. of would our old

20. this any what take

21. your been know cat

22. as out make again

23. but there which give

24. be from much after

25. have day his many

26. fall love ball buzz

27. book to my by
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A Map
Look! There is a map. 
It is a flat map. 
I will pick up the map. 
It will tell me where to go.
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The Sun
The sun is fun. 
I will sit in the sun.

I will sit on a mat. 
The sun is not fun.
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The sun is hot! 
I will get a fan.

I will get a hat. 
Now the sun is fun.
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Dog in the Tub
“This dog needs a bath,” said Jill.

“Yes, he does!” said Bill.

“Let’s put the dog in the tub,” said Jill.

“I will help you pick him up,” said Bill.

 Up, up, up

  we go

                and

 in, in, in

  he goes.

Kerplop!
 Can you guess

  who got wet?
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Dad
I will run to Dad. 
I will hug Dad. 
I fit in his hug.
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Wet 
Jill will get wet! 
Bill will get wet! 
The fat cat and Jan will not get wet.
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Getting Dressed to Go 
Out in the Rain

  Get your green jacket and 
    zip it up.

  Get your blue hat and 
   put it on your head.

 Get your big red umbrella.

Put it up and over your head, 
   then out 
    the door 
     you can go.  
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Sis
Sis is sad. 
Sis did not get to toss the ball. 
I will toss the ball to Sis. 
Sis will not be sad.
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My Book
I have a red book. 
I will sit on my mat. 
I will not let my book fall. 
I will read it all.
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